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Background: Acute skeletal muscle injury is common in sports. The injured muscle cannot fully recover due to fibrosis resulting 
from myofibroblasts. Understanding the origin of fibroblasts is, therefore, important for the development of anti-fibrotic therapies. 
Accumulating evidence shows that a mechanism called macrophage-myofibroblast transition (MMT) can lead to tissue or organ 
fibrosis, yet it is still unclear whether MMT exists in skeletal muscle and the exact mechanisms.
Methods: Single-cell transcriptome of mice skeletal muscle after acute injury was analyzed with a specific attention on the process of 
MMT. Cell–cell interaction network, pseudotime trajectory analysis, Gene Ontology (GO), and Kyoto Genome Encyclopedia (KEGG) 
were conducted. A series of experiments in vivo and in vitro were launched for verification.
Results: Single cell transcriptomic analysis indicated that, following acute injury, there were much interactions between macrophages 
and myofibroblasts. A detailed analysis on macrophages indicated that, CD68+α-SMA+ cells, which represented the status of MMT, 
mainly appeared at five days post-injury. KEGG/GO analysis underlined the involvement of complement system, within which C3ar1, 
C1qa, C1qb, and C1qc were up-regulated. Trajectory analysis also confirmed a potential shift from macrophages to myofibroblasts. 
These findings were verified by histological study in mice skeletal muscle, that there were much MMT cells at five days, declined 
gradually, and vanished 14 days after trauma, when there was remarkable fibrosis formation within the injured muscle. Moreover, C3a 
stimulation could directly induce MMT in BMDMs.
Conclusion: Fibrosis following acute injury is disastrous to skeletal muscle, but the origin of myofibroblasts remains unclear. We 
proved that, following acute injury, macrophage-myofibroblast transition happened in skeletal muscle, which may contribute to fibrosis 
formation. This phenomenon mainly occurred at five days post-injury. The complement system can activate MMT. More evidence is 
needed to directly support the pro-fibrotic role of MMT in skeletal muscle fibrosis after acute injury.
Keywords: skeletal muscle, fibrosis, macrophage-myofibroblast transition, single-cell transcriptomic analysis, complement system

Introduction
Acute skeletal muscle injury is prevalent in sports which can be caused by contusion, laceration, or strain. The incidence 
of skeletal muscle injury varies from 10% to 55%.1 Immediately after injury, skeletal muscle initiates healing process, 
promoting myofiber regeneration and extracellular matrix (ECM) re-construction.2 Newly-formed ECM provides good 
basis for myoblasts proliferation, fusion3 and myofiber growth,4 and re-organizes gradually.5 However, in some cases, the 
injured skeletal muscle may not fully recover due to the formation of fibrosis tissue, which is caused by excessive ECM 
production. Fibrosis tissue impairs regeneration and contraction of skeletal muscle, and further increases re-injury rate.6 

Therefore, treatments against fibrosis are critical to the healing of skeletal muscle.
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The progress of acute skeletal muscle fibrosis is related to exorbitant local inflammation and fibrogenic differentiation 
of myoblasts.7 During the early inflammatory phase, monocytes are activated and differentiate to M1 macrophages. The 
pro-inflammatory M1 macrophages are then recruited to clear injured muscle fibers and stimulate the proliferation of 
myoblasts.8 Once the necrotic fiber debris are removed, M1 macrophages are subsequently polarized into M2 macro-
phages, secreting anti-inflammatory factors and induce myoblast differentiation and myotube formation.8 Fibroblasts also 
differentiate into myofibroblasts during this period, leading to skeletal muscle fibrosis.9

The origin of myofibroblasts is a subject of intense debate. Resident fibroblasts,10 myoblasts,11 and even perivascular 
cells12 can all serve as the pool of myofibroblasts after acute skeletal muscle injury. In recent years, accumulating 
evidence suggests a new cellular origin of myofibroblasts called macrophage-to-myofibroblast transition (MMT). Studies 
indicated that monocyte/macrophages from bone marrow can transform into myofibroblasts in a mouse model of 
unilateral ureteric obstruction.13 Wang also found MMT phenomenon which contributes to interstitial fibrosis in 
human chronic active renal allograft injury as identified by co-expression of macrophage (CD68 or F4/80) and 
myofibroblast (α-SMA) markers.14 Little et al demonstrated MMT in the subretinal fibrotic lesion which led to subretinal 
fibrosis.15 These observations indicate that MMT might be another pathway causing myofibroblast accumulation during 
fibrosis disease. However, it remains unknown whether MMT occurs in skeletal muscle and the exact mechanisms.

Recent years have witnessed the wide application of single-cell sequencing for studying biological systems with 
unparalleled resolution and improved our understanding of cell-type composition, differentiation dynamics, rare cell 
types, transcriptome response under external signals in many diseases, including tissue fibrosis.16 Yang utilized single- 
cell transcriptomic analysis to reveal a transcriptional roadmap for the activation of HSCs during liver fibrosis,17 and 
Havermann demonstrated the profibrotic role of distinct epithelial and mesenchymal lineages in pulmonary fibrosis with 
single-cell RNA sequencing.18 On ground of this, we first analyzed the single-cell transcriptome of mice skeletal muscle 
after acute injury with a specific attention on the process of MMT, and then conducted a series of experiments in vitro 
and in vivo to confirm the findings in silico, in an attempt to providing potential targets against skeletal muscle fibrosis 
after acute injury.

Methods
Data Download
Two single-cell transcriptomic datasets (GSE143437 and GSE138826) of skeletal muscle sample from wild-type C57 
mice were retrieved from Gene Expression Omnibus (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) database. The tibialis anterior 
(TA) of each mouse was injured via intramuscular injection of cardiotoxin. Both TA muscles per time-point/per mouse 
received injection while the counterpart was non-injured. Three time points were selected for analysis, ie, 5 days post- 
injury (D5, n=6), 2 days post-injury (D2, n=5), and non-injured control (D0, n=6).

Single-cell RNA Sequencing Data Processing
Conducted by R (version 4.2.2), the data were first converted to Seurat objects using the Seurat (v4.4.0) and then filtered 
according to the following requirements: (i) the number of genes detected in a single cell >500 and <8000; (ii) the 
percentage of mitochondrial genes detected in a single cell <5%. Gene expression matrices were generated by log 
normalization and linear regression using the NormalizeData and ScaleData functions in the Seurat. Principal component 
analysis was performed using the RunPCA function for dimensional reduction clustering. DecontX was applied to predict 
contamination level when mixing datasets to remove aberrant expression of marker genes. Sample-level batch effects 
were eliminated by Applied Harmony. Cell subpopulations were visualized by TSNE and UMAP, and characteristic gene 
expression was visualized using Seurat software (Dotplot, FeaturePlot, and other functions). Differential expression 
analysis was achieved via Seurat’s “FindAllMarkers” function using a likelihood ratio test which assumes the data 
follows a negative binomial distribution, and only considering genes with > log2(0.25) fold-change in >25% of cells 
within the cluster. Cell types were identified using “Single R” software, reports from published researches,19 and 
experience.
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Cell–Cell Interaction Network Analysis
Based on the gene expression level, potential cellular ligand–receptor interactions between the subpopulation of 
immunocytes were determined by CellPhoneDB. Pairs with P < 0.05 were considered statistically significant. Cell 
types were assigned to particular ligands and receptors to exhibit the cell–cell interaction network. “CellChat” R package 
(version 1.6.1) was applied to infer the intercellular communication.

Identification of Macrophages Subtypes and Cell Developmental Trajectory Analysis
Macrophages in single-cell data were extracted and the process of dimensional reduction and clustering was repeated 
using Seurat software. We then used the Seurat “FindAllClusters” to find differentially expressed genes that characterize 
the subpopulations. The R package Slingshot v1.410 was used to perform pseudotime trajectory analysis in macrophages 
independently. The expression of fibrogenic markers, including Col1a1, Fn1, and Vim, as well as the membrane receptor 
of C3a (C3ar1) were also examined across different cell types.

Analysis of GO and KEGG Functions
The level of Acta2 gene expression divided macrophages of D5 into two groups. The “quickMarkers” function in 
SoupX package was used to compare the Acta2+ and Acta2- groups with a criteria of P value <0.05. The Metascape 
database (www.metascape.org) was used for annotation and visualization, and the differential genes were analyzed by 
Gene Ontology (GO) and Kyoto Genome Encyclopedia (KEGG)20 pathway analysis to obtain the biological functions 
and signaling pathways involved. Enrichment was deemed statistically significant when the overlap was ≥3 with 
P≤0.01.

Animal Feeding and Model Establishment
Animal experiments were performed according to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the 
experimental protocol was approved by the local committee. Thirty C57/6J mice of ~10 weeks old were subject to 
contusion injury on the left tibialis anterior (TA) under anesthetization as aforementioned.21 Animals were allowed to 
move freely after trauma. At 1, 3, 5, 7, and 14 days post-injury (group D1, D3, D5, D7, and D14, respectively), 6 random 
mice were sacrificed for harvesting the injured TA (n=6). Another three mice of the same batch served as the un-injured 
control (group D0) and were sacrificed for bilateral TA collection at the time when the group D14 were sacrificed.

Histological Measurements
Intact or injured TA samples were dissected and frozen in OCT with liquid nitrogen precooled and stored at −80°C for 
sectioning. Samples were cut into 8-μm thickness for routine HE, Masson staining, as well as immunofluorescence 
staining for proteins of interest by the established protocol.22 The quantification of relative fluorescence of CD68, α- 
SMA, F4/80, and Col 1 took D0 as reference, while that of the co-expression of CD68 plus α-SMA (or F4/80 plus Col1) 
took D5 as reference. Primary antibodies used were anti-F4/80 (ab300421), anti-α-SMA (ab7817), anti-CD68 
(ab125212), and anti-Col 1 (sc-293182). DAPI (blue) located nuclei. Images were observed by fluorescence microscope 
(ECHO Revolve, America).

Cell Culture and Stimulation
Bone marrow-derived macrophages (BMDMs) were prepared following an established protocol.23 Bone marrow cells 
were flushed out from tibia, femur, and ilium bone. The bone marrow cells were differentiated for one week in DMEM/ 
F12 with 10% FBS and 50 ng/mL recombinant mouse macrophage colony-stimulating factor (Gibco). Purity of BMDMs 
was validated by immunofluorescent staining of F4/80. For C3a (novoprotein, No.: CM99) stimulation, 10 ng/mL 
recombinant mouse C3a15 was added into the medium for 72h and then collected for measurements.

Western Blot Analysis
Cells were lysed by RIPA (Beyotime Biotechnology, Haimen, China) with protease and phosphatase inhibitor cocktail 
(Pierce, Thermo Fisher Scientific), centrifuged, and heated. The protein expression was analyzed by Western blot as 
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previously described.24 Anti-α-SMA (ab7817), anti-Col 1 (ab270993), and Tubulin (AF7011) were used. Bands were 
captured by Bio-Rad ChemiDocXRS+ and relative band intensity was obtained via normalization to Tubulin (n=3).

Immunofluorescent Staining
Immunofluorescence staining on BMDMs was conducted as described elsewhere.22 Primary antibodies used were anti-F4 
/80 (ab6640) and anti-Col 1 (ab270993). DAPI was used to locate nuclei. Images were observed by fluorescence 
microscopy with ImageJ software for quantification. The expression was obtained from six random high-power fields 
and divided by cell count (DAPI), and normalized to the value of group NC.

Statistical Analysis
Presented as mean ± SD, data was analyzed in GraphPad Prism 7.0 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, USA). Significance 
was analyzed by Student’s t-test or one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc Tukey test, P < 0.05 was regarded as 
statistically significant.

Results
Cell-Type and Gene-Expression Dynamics of Acute Muscle Injury at Single-Cell 
Resolution
The sequential alteration in cell components and gene expression following muscle injury is shown in Figure 1. Overall, 
we discerned 10 distinct cell populations via SNN clustering (Figure 1A). Within the uninjured muscles (Day 0) there 
were mainly endothelial cells, fibro/adipogenic progenitors (FAPs), and stromal cells, with other cell populations, 
especially immune cells, were detected infrequently. However, following injury, multiple immune cell types (ie, 
macrophages, neutrophils and T cells) increased remarkably at D2 and/or D5 (Figure 1B).

Figure 1 Single cell transcriptome analysis of mice skeletal muscle after acute injury. (A) UMAP embedding of scRNA-seq data colored by meta-clusters to simplify 
visualization. (B) UMAP embedding of scRNA-seq data colored by meta-clusters and split by time point to visualization. (C) Dot plots grouped by meta-clusters 
demonstrate cell-type marker gene expression, which was used to classify metaclusters. Identification of cell types from SNN clusters based on cluster-average expression 
of canonical genes. Dot size represents the percentage of cells with a non-zero expression level and color-scale represents the average expression level across all cells within 
cluster. (D) Relative proportion of cell types at each time point.
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Representative markers of each cell subpopulation is listed in Figure 1C. As a substantial player for skeletal muscle 
homeostasis,25 Pdgfra+ FAPs occupied about 30% of the mononuclear cell population at D0 (~30%), followed by Cdh5- 
expressing endothelial cells ranked second at D0 (25%).26 Contrarily, muscle satellite cells (MuSCs) expressed Pax7 and 
Myf5 were trace population in D0 or D2, and exploded at D5, indicating an extremely active status in the repair. Immune 
cell populations also exhibited notable dynamics within this atlas. At D0, the proportion of immune cell populations 
is minute and can be subdivided into more defined groups of S100a9+ S100a8+ neutrophils, Cd3g+ T cells, and a set of 
macrophages expressing Lyz2, Cd68. The number of neutrophils increase in D2, subsequently decreasing in D5, 
reflecting an acute inflammation reaction after injury. Moreover, macrophages increased sharply from D0 to D2 and 
D5 (Figure 1D).

Cell–cell chat analysis deciphered the ligand-receptor reactions among different cell types (Figure 2A). Vigorous 
crosstalk between immune cells and interstitial cells, especially that between macrophages and fibroblasts (Figure 2B), 
were described, suggesting a strong immune-repair interaction early after acute injury.

Dynamic Analysis of Macrophages After Acute Injury
Macrophages are a major regulator of tissue regeneration following trauma.27 We therefore extracted all macrophages for 
dimensional reduction and clustering. Unsupervised SNN clustering resolved 5 distinct subpopulations belonging to pro- 

Figure 2 Major interactions between key cells in injured skeletal muscle. (A) netVisual_circle to demonstrate number of interaction in any two cell types. (B) Dot plot of all 
ligand receptor results in the specified receptor ligand cell type. Red box illustrates the crosstalk between fibroblasts and macrophages.
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inflammatory (Figure 3A), anti-inflammatory macrophages (Figure 3B), and resident macrophages (Figure 3C) according 
to established markers.12 UMAP of macrophages split by time point displayed conspicuous dynamics. At D2, macro-
phages were mainly composed of pro-inflammatory macrophages, while this phenotype shifted dramatically into anti- 
inflammatory macrophages at D5 (Figure 3D).

To better understand the transition of macrophages along the timeline, we inferred pseudotime trajectories by 
slingshot. The pseudotime trajectory presented an organized progression of cells from pro-inflammatory macrophages, 
the leading phenotype in D2, to cycling and committed progenitors to anti-inflammatory macrophages, the primary 
phenotype in D5 (Figure S1).

Macrophage-Myofibroblast Transition Occurred in the Injured Skeletal Muscle
Moreover, we noticed a cluster of CD68+α-SMA+ macrophages (Figure 4A) by FeaturePlot, the key event of MMT.28 In 
detail, this cell subtype predominantly expressed in anti-inflammatory macrophages at D5 (Figure 4B). By dividing the 
anti-inflammatory macrophages at D5 into Acta2+ and Acta2− cells, we compared the differentially expressed genes 

Figure 3 Single cell transcriptome analysis of macrophages. (A) Single-cell expression levels for selecting pro-Inflammatory macrophages gene markers. (B) Single-cell 
expression levels for select anti-Inflammatory macrophages gene markers. (C) Single-cell expression levels for select resident macrophages gene markers. (D) (left) UMAP 
atlas of macrophages single-cell transcriptomes. Cells colored by subsets of macrophages. (right) UMAP embedding of macrophages colored by subsets and split by time 
point to visualization.
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(Figure 4C) with KEGG (Figure S2) and GO (Figure S3) analysis. Some genes participated in more than one pathway 
(Figure 4D and E).

Interestingly, we found complement and coagulation cascades network was activated in Acta2+ anti-inflammatory 
macrophages. Genes involved in this pathway, ie, C3ar1, C1qa, C1qb and C1qc, were all up-regulated (Table S1) and 
were predominantly expressed in macrophages (Figure 4F), especially the anti-inflammatory macrophages (Figure S4). 
Monocell pseudotime trajectory uncovered the relationship between macrophages and myofibroblasts, illustrating a start 
from macrophages towards myofibroblasts where MMT cells located along the trajectory without obvious spatial bias 
(Figure S5).

The above findings in silico were verified in vivo. After confirming the model establishment via HE and Masson 
staining which showed infiltrated inflammatory cells, newborn myofibers, and collagen deposition in a sequential manner 
(Figure 5A), immunofluorescence staining was conducted to analyze the expression of macrophages and myofibroblasts 
in skeletal muscle after contusion. As shown in Figure 5B, the expression of CD68 gradually up-regulated from D0 to D5 
and declined at D7 and D14, while that of α-SMA increased in a timely sequence (Figure 5C and D). Importantly, we 
noticed a group of cells positive of CD68 and α-SMA which mounted at D5, the direct evidence of the presence of MMT, 
which took a significant portion of α-SMA+ cells and CD68+ cells respectively in D5 and D7 (Figure 5E and F). The 
same effect was also seen in the immunofluorescence staining of the expression of F4/80 and Col 1 (Figure S6). 
Similarly, the expression of C3ar1 peaked at D5 and D7 (Figure S7).

C3a Was Enough to Trigger Macrophage-Myofibroblast Transition in BMDMs
To further verify the above findings, the fibrogenic characteristics of different cells involved in the regulation of ECM, 
including fibroblasts and MuSCs, were depicted bioinformatically. Interestingly, either macrophages, fibroblasts, or 

Figure 4 Detailed analysis of Cd68+Acta2+cells undergoing MMT. (A) Plot_Density_Joint_Only to demonstrate distribution of CD68+Acta2+cell in macrophages. (B) 
Plot_Density_Joint_Only to demonstrate expression of Acta2 genes in macrophages post acute injury. (C) Heatmap generated by comparison of Acta2+ cells and Acta2- 
cells in D5 (D5 post-injury) to evaluate transcriptional characteristics differentially expressed across two groups. (D and E) KEGG and GO analysis, respectively. (F) 
ViolinPlot to demonstrate expression of C3ar1 level in all cell types.
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MuSCs have positive expression of fibrogenic markers Col1a1, Fn1, and Vim (Figure S8A), but only macrophages have 
the expression of C3ar1 (Figure S8B), so we next examined the effect of C3a on BMDMs.

After a successful cell harvest (Figure 6A), we stimulated the cells with C3a. Fluorescent imaging noticed significant 
up-regulation of Col 1 in BMDMs (Figure 6B and quantified in C), WB also indicated an elevated expression of α-SMA 
and Col 1 in BMDMs after C3a stimulation (Figure 6D and quantified in E and F). Together, these findings validated the 
appearance of MMT following acute skeletal muscle injury, which could be a result of complement challenge.

Discussion
Fibrosis formation following acute skeletal muscle injury is a troublesome issue, and myofibroblasts play a key role in 
this pathological process. In the current study, by integrative analysis of single-cell data as well as experiments in vitro 
and in vivo, we noticed a novel origin of myofibroblasts, ie, myofibroblasts originated from macrophages, also known as 
MMT.28 Moreover, we noticed that complement and related pathways were activated during MMT and C3a was enough 
to trigger MMT in BMDMs.

Skeletal muscle is composed of multinucleated myofibers and a pool of MuSCs, FAPs, endothelial cells, and resident 
immune cells.29 Upon acute injury, both MuSCs and FAPs are activated, proliferate, differentiate, or even secrete various 
factors for the repair of injury. Meanwhile, this process is finely regulated by an ordered immune response, such as the 
early infiltration of neutrophils, subsequent polarization of macrophages.30 For macrophages, M1 phenotype appears 
early in the injured site to initiate inflammation response and clear necrotic tissue, and then transfers into M2 phenotype 
to support tissue repair by secreting growth factors.31,32 In line with the established knowledge above, we noticed that, 
pro-inflammatory macrophages were mainly detected at D2, while at D5, anti-inflammatory macrophages were mainly 
detected.

Figure 5 The macrophage-myofibroblast transition process in skeletal muscle after contusion. (A) HE staining was utilized to demonstrate the inflammatory infiltration and 
newborn muscle fibers, while MASSON staining showed the collagen deposition in the healing process of skeletal muscle after contusion. (B) The representative 
immunofluorescence images demonstrated the location and relative expression of CD68 and α-SMA. (C) Quantification of relative fluorescence intensity of CD68 and α- 
SMA respectively. (n=6) Data was presented as mean ± SD. ****p<0.0001, ###p<0.001, and ####p<0.0001 compared to the value of D0. (D) Quantification of relative 
fluorescence intensity of co-expression of CD68 and α-SMA. (n=6) Data was presented as mean ± SD. ***p<0.001 and ****p<0.0001 compared to the value of D5. (E) 
Quantification of percentage of co-expression of CD68 with α-SMA in CD68+ or α-SMA at D5. (n=6) Data was presented as mean ± SD. (F) Quantification of percentage of 
co-expression of CD68 with α-SMA in CD68+ or α-SMA at D7. (n=6) Data was presented as mean ± SD.
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A coordinated transition from M1 to M2 macrophages is essential for skeletal muscle repair, otherwise injured 
skeletal muscle will have vast scar formation and collagen deposition.33 However, what happened to macrophages next? 
This concern was still unclear. Previous studies suggested that macrophages experience apoptosis finally.34,35 On the 
contrary, in recent years, Lan reported a group of evidence that macrophages differentiate into myofibroblasts to 
exacerbate fibrotic process via various mechanisms in renal fibrosis.36–38 Similar phenomenon were subsequently noticed 
in proliferative vitreoretinal disorder,39 bladder fibrosis,40 and lung fibrosis.41 In agreement with these findings, we also 
noticed an apparent MMT process within the early period following skeletal muscle contusion.

Acute skeletal muscle injury is commonly seen in sports and traumas. In this research, manifested by HE and Masson 
staining, we found increasingly inflammatory cell infiltration early after contusion, newborn muscle fibers, and 
a continuously accumulated collagen deposition, validating an acute injury model establishment. During the post- 
trauma period, macrophages continuously increased from D1 to D5 and then decreased, verifying a participation early 
after acute injury. On the other hand, myofibroblasts, marked by α-SMA and Col 1, was elevating gradually, which 
reflected the fibrotic process. Importantly, MMT was captured within the injured site via co-expression of CD68 plus α- 
SMA or F4/80 plus Col 1 from D3 to D7, mounting at D5. These observations, no doubt, indicated a possible 
participation of MMT in skeletal muscle recovery after trauma, especially the fibrogenic process.

To further solidify the above findings, we conducted a series of experiments on BMDMs, the exact cell experiencing 
MMT.37,38 We found that, C3a significantly enhanced the expression of fibrogenic capability of BMDMs. Apart from 
infection and inflammation-related disorder, C3a receptor signaling broadly participates tissue and organ 
regeneration.42,43 In skeletal muscle, C3ar1, C1qa, C1qb, and C1qc were all significantly up-regulated at D2 following 
skeletal muscle injury, while interfering with C3a-C3ar1 signaling at this timepoint significantly inhibited macrophage 
recruitment and the subsequent regeneration process.44 On the other hand, we proved that the up-regulation of C3ar1, 

Figure 6 MMT was induced in BMDMs with the stimulation of C3a. (A) The representative immunofluorescence image demonstrated the location and relative expression of 
F4/80. Scale bar = 100μm. (B) The representative immunofluorescence image demonstrated the relative expression of Col 1. Scale bar = 50μm. (C) Quantification of 
relative fluorescence intensity of Col 1. (n=6) ***p<0.001. (D) α-SMA and Col 1 expression level was determined by Western blot after different treatment. (E and F) 
Quantification of relative protein expression. (n=6) Data was presented as mean ± SD. *p<0.05, **p<0.01.
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C1qa, C1qb, and C1qc remained significantly up-regulated in MMT cells, indicating a dual role of complement signaling 
pathway, especially C3a-C3ar1 pathway, in skeletal muscle repair. That is, the prolonged activation of this signaling 
pathway would be harmful than beneficial, since this would drive macrophages into myofibroblasts, eventually leading to 
fibrosis. To solidify this speculation, we tested the effect of C3a on BMDMs, the pivotal player during MMT.37,38 Not 
surprisingly, C3a significantly enhanced the expression of fibrogenesis-related markers, including α-SMA and Col 1.

How C3a stimulates the MMT process of macrophages is not fully understood. Little et al verified that C3a triggers 
MMT, but the detailed mechanisms are not deeply explored.15 Based on established evidence, downstream of C3ar1 
includes PLC, STAT3, Ras/c-Raf, and GSKβ, et al, with various functions in different cell types.45 Since complement is 
an important player of the immune system, direct intervention may increase the risk of immune disturbance.46 Therefore, 
there is a need to unveil the key factor mediating the pro-MMT function of C3a on macrophages, so as to reach deeper 
understanding of skeletal muscle repair.

The current research is a valuable foundation for future researches in skeletal muscle biology. Most importantly, 
although we have confirmed MMT phenomenon in skeletal muscle injury model, and verified that this progress was 
under the stimulation of C3a, whether MMT is merely a negative event resulting in fibrosis formation or it is also 
a required process for skeletal muscle healing should be investigated directly so as to provide therapeutic directions. 
Besides, MMT is observed in the acute muscle injury model, does this phenomenon also exist in aging-related muscle 
regeneration, and what is the exact significance of this phenomenon needs to be clarified. Additionally, since the 
complement system is required for skeletal muscle regeneration, the exact time to manipulate the complement system 
in the injured site for the promotion other than inhibition of skeletal muscle regeneration should be explored. When 
delivering anti-complement drugs, one should bear the risk of major side effects such as an increased risk of infection, 
aberrant cell regeneration and metabolism, as well as suppressed clearance of immune complexes.46 Therefore, detailed 
changes within BMDMs after C3a stimulation should be delineated for the purpose of precision medicine.

Our finding should also be interpreted with caution. First, the results we obtained were dependent on mice single-cell 
transcriptome and mice BMDMs, the phenotype changes of human BMDMs and different macrophage cell lines, such as 
Raw264.7 and THP-1, should also be detected to warrant the current findings. Second, in the analysis in silico, the two 
datasets used different agents, ie, notexin and cardiotoxin respectively, to induce skeletal muscle injury. Both chemicals 
are commonly used venoms for inducing skeletal muscle injury and regeneration, and comparisons between the two have 
been published previously showing that both mycotoxins could result in an overall destruction of skeletal muscle with 
similar inflammatory cytokine changes, but the influence on regeneration is largely dependent on dosage and batch.47 

This information suggested heterogeneity between two agents. On the other hand, this concern was partially addressed by 
our bioinformatics analysis that the overall and acta2+ macrophages had similar distribution. Besides, in our study 
design, contusion was applied as this is a model with clinical relevance. Still, there is a difference between contusion and 
venom-induced skeletal muscle injury, and more investigations were needed to illustrate if there was a difference 
between contusion-induced and venom-induced MMT process. Finally, whether MMT process directly contributes to 
skeletal muscle fibrosis following contusion is not proven. Based on the expression of membrane receptor of C3a across 
different cell populations, further experiments focusing on the relationship between C3ar1 blockade at 3–5 days post 
injury and skeletal muscle fibrosis should be conducted to make the current inference robust.

Conclusion
Skeletal muscle fibrosis following acute injury is unavoidable and disastrous, but the origin of myofibroblasts remains to 
be uncovered. For the first time, we proved that, following acute injury, macrophage-myofibroblast transition happened in 
skeletal muscle in response to complement C3a challenge, and is a source of collagen formation. Whether this process 
plays a role in the fibrosis formation of skeletal muscle following trauma needs further investigations with direct 
evidence. In addition, studies are required to decipher the detailed changes within macrophages, with an attempt to 
treat skeletal muscle fibrosis or facilitate regeneration.
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